
Science 
This term we will finish studying ‘Rocks and 
Fossils’ which supports our local area study. 
We are hoping to visit Charmouth beach to 
fossil hunt after the half term break and 

learn about different types of rock. 
 

In the second half term we will be looking at 
‘Magnets and Forces’. 

Art/DT 
Our Art this term will be linked to   
’Rock and Fossils’ whilst tying in 
with our local area study. There 

will also be a chance to create art 
in the forest. 

Computing 
 The children will begin thinking about 

online safety alongside our 3D Child 
initiative. We will then use a range of 

programmes to design and create  
artwork digitally. Computers will be used 

across the curriculum to support 
learning in a range of different  

subjects. 

R.E. 
During RE lessons the children will 
be thinking about the big questions 
of—What do Christians learn from 
the Creation story? And What is it 

like for someone to follow God?  

Topic 
Our local area 

‘What makes Seaton special? 
The children will be using atlases and globes 
to locate continents, countries and oceans., 
working from looking at the whole world and 
focusing in. We will look closely at the UK, 
in particular Devon and Seaton. We will be 
focusing upon our key question to find out 
more about where we live and significant 

people from our area. 

P.E. 
Our indoor PE is skills based—this term 
the focus is on ‘social’ and ‘personal’ 

skills. 
 

In outdoor PE we will be playing games 
as a team, this term focusing on  

Rounders. 

Music 
Taught by Mrs Hunt. 

This term the children will be     
developing their ability to create, 
perform and analyse expressive         

compositions. 

Maths 
 

We will extend their knowledge of place  
value to include 3 digit numbers, adding 
and subtracting two digit numbers,  and 
solving  problems. We will also look at 

multiplication and division including  
representations, and the relationships 

between each operation. 
 Reasoning will be a big part of each  
lesson in order to begin rationalising 
their responses and understanding of 

worded and challenging questions. 

English 
 

The units that we will be covering 
this term will be; Poetry,  

Biographies, Persuasive writing, 
Adventure stories, and non  

chronological reports. We will be 
emphasising accuracy in spelling, 
punctuation and grammar within 

these units.  


